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Perspective blurs. Land blurs into sky. Thick air joins with liquid land. Above, the blue sky 
opens up out of the thin fog layer. Air becomes surface, surface becomes air. The zone of 
admixture thickens. We breathe it in and out. Cloud gone and the sun warms the air a 
fraction; enough to fragment the fog and beat it back for now. Landscape re-emerges. The 
mixture thins and we exhale. 

 

 

From the fog the future emerges, lunar-base-like. Antenna and solar panels nestled into the 
vast peat plain. Click click, click click. Sensors measure minute amounts of carbon released 
from the bog. Is the bog breathing in, or breathing out? The site has a history but is 
measuring the future. A small wind turbine lays face down in the heather; power source now 
upgraded to solar. What damage has been done here by the forests and can it be repaired? 
Assemblages of former experiments abandoned around pond clusters. An open-air lab. 
Probes of unknown depth protrude into the surface. Gas measuring devices litter the edges 
of pools. Science abandoned.  
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A metal grid holds up three solar panels next to a tripod supporting a long pole adorned 
 with instruments. A network of wires surrounding the station spreads out like tentacles 
feeling into the field. These tentacles connect to individual circular shaped pods, pipes  
and more plastic instruments. It becomes clear that we’re walking on sensitive ground. 
Would the station pick up our movements? Would it record our breaths; the (carbon) 
footprints we leave?1 
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Flow Country
2
 is a contested landscape in Caithness and Sutherland, in the far north of 

Scotland, where expansive peat bog was planted with coniferous plantations in the 1980s 

and 90s as part of Tory tax break schemes.
3
 This is neoliberal creative destruction with a 

difference. Trees are good, right? But the trees and associated drainage accelerate the 

release of carbon from this massive carbon sink.
4
 Deep ploughing and drainage ditches 

dissect the bog, leading to the degradation of the peat and an increase in the release of 

carbon. These forests are now being removed and the bog restored in a large-scale 

rewilding programme led by the RSPB who have been buying back privately-owned 

plantations and returning them to open bog.
5
 Flow Country is a post-industrial landscape. 

This process is so recent, that if you zoom in and out on Bing Aerial View maps in the 

Forsinard area, the forest flickers as it appears and disappears. Dense Sitka Spruce are 

replaced by lines of felled trees with a flick of the mouse roller wheel (the timber is not 

economically viable to recover). Once the trees have decomposed and more funding made 

available, the white skeletal-like forms are being levelled into the drainage ditches with 360 

excavators to restore a level bog surface. More recently, in May 2019, burnt patches of 

extensive moorland fires near Frosinard appeared on some Google Map tiles, further 

enriching this durational map montage. Can the bog be restored? The flux towers record 

minute changes in carbon at several sites to see if the rewilding process is working.  

 

We performed FLUX TOWER, through a series of engagements to expose these geopolitical 

rifts. First recorded in 16mm film, through walking, mapping, and then writing, our fieldwork 

process took a different order.
6
 There was a close attention to surface: through the surface 

of the lens, to the 16mm film emulsion, the liquid surface of the bog and the assembling and 

re-assembling of material presents;
7
 walking through surfaces in order to perform and 

produce them. Each a kind of mapping process. The film was a tool, a way in: the slow 

process of filming provided different opportunities of engagement with the landscape. Each 

frame a ‘map’ exposed to the light in that instance.  
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The filming process was recorded archaeologically - a walkover survey - as sites were 

produced. It was both an archaeology of media and a form of media archaeology.
8
 GPS was 

used passively, to record journeys and new sites as they emerged during the filming 

process. At other times, the GPS was used to perform the site through active mapping.
9
 

Deliberate walks were made around and within the site, making and creating ‘maps on the 

move’ in contrast to the slow process of traditional mapping. The resulting data were 

combined to form a new kind of archaeological map; one that subverts normative practice to 

find new expressions of space, material and time. Some maps were then re-filmed and 

animated; further dislocating the map and blurring its boundaries with the material it 

constitutes. In this respect, these map/film/installations create new artefacts beyond 

territorialisation through the process of survey; domains comprising both physical film and 

‘live montage’ of the sites, forest and terrain. The films realign the forest; the films and walk 

are the map. There are a number of interfaces and tensions: the landscape, the duration, 

things-on-the-move, things moving slowly, the site archive, the filming team, the film camera, 

the film emulsion, re-filming and editing, and the audience. All are connected and contribute 

to the emerging Flow Country.  
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